
The Wireway Husky line of Invincible pallet rack features 
brands synonymous with quality in the pallet rack industry for 
more than 45 years. Upright frames are available in both 3” x 
1-5/8” and 3” x 3” posts with heights up to 46 Ft. The teardrop 
pattern is an industry standard and accepts most teardrop 
style beams. Beams feature the patented Bowlock® safety 
clip. Bowlock®  cannot be sprung or removed without fi rst 
removing the load and requires no special tools. Standard 

colors are  green  upright frames with  orange beams. 
Call  for  other  color  options. 

Wireway Husky is the only RMI certifi ed company to manufacture rack and wire deck together. Wireway Husky
also provides technical and engineering support across an extensive product line that uses numerous punch 
styles and sizes to meet customer needs. As the originator and leader of the Guaranteed 48-Hour Quick Ship 
program, our customers have come to expect unparalleled service with quality product as standard.

Full Product Line of Pallet Rack & Wire Deck Systems

RELIABLE® RACK
Features a single keystone 

hole in the center of the upright 
face on a 3” centerline. Beams 

adjustable every 3”. Beams from 
both sides share the same hole. 
Compatible with similar designs 

of keystone rack.

INVINCIBLE

RELIABLE®  RACK
The Wireway Husky line of Reliable pallet rack features brands 
synonymous with quality in the pallet rack industry for more 
than 45 years. Upright frames are available in 3” x 3” posts 
with heights up to 46 Ft. The keystone pattern is an industry 
standard and accepts most keystone style beams. Standard  
colors  are  gray  upright frames with gray beams. Call for 
other color options. 

RELIABLE

3” x 3” 

REG. #5120

REG. #5120

Systems From
Wireway Husky

3” x 3” Posts 
available in:
14 gauge
13 gauge
12 gauge
11 gauge

LYNX RACK®

Features a Double Slotted Post. 3 inch centers provide 
quick, easy vertical adjustment of beams. Lynx punch 
features two angled slots. Beams adjustable every 3”. 
Compatible with similar designs of double slotted rack. 
Integral safety catch automatically locks into place when beam 
is properly seated. Standard colors are gray upright frames 
with yellow beams. Call for other color options.

Available  3” x 1-5/8” and  3” x 3” 

REG. #5120

3” x 3” Posts 
available in:
14 gauge
13 gauge
12 gauge
11 gauge

INVINCIBLE® RACK
Most common in the rack 

industry. Two teardrop punches 
side by side on 2” centers. Beams 

adjustable every 2”. Compatible 
with most other manufacturers’ 

teardrop patterns. 

3” x 1-5/8” 3” x 3” 

3” x 3” Posts 
available in:
14 gauge
13 gauge
12 gauge
11 gauge

Custom 
Colors 

Available 
on All 

Products

INVINCIBLE® RACK

3” x 1-5/8” Posts 
available in:
14 gauge

Subject 
to order 
quantity

3” x 1-5/8” Posts 
available in:
14 gauge

LYNX RACK® 
Features two angled slots on 3” 

centers. Compatible with 
similar designs of double 

slotted rack. 

Subject 
to order 
quantity

From small to large, Wireway Husky is ready and expe-
rienced to provide design assistance and manufacture 
for all your rack system needs. From catwalks to rack 
supported mezzanines to full pick modules, we have 
the products and capabilities to successfully construct 
your project. Services include assistance with structural 
design, application effi ciency, seismic compliance and 
permitting. 
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Pick Wire, the simple but elegant innovation from Wireway Husky.
This one-of-a kind deck turns standard, single-deep frames into 
two-sided picking solutions. The 3” overhang in tandem with the 
sloped design provides both a clear view and easy access to 
manually handled boxes or bins. Best of all the design allows for 
an extra beam level over fi ve or six levels, meaning more storage 
capacity than standard fl at wire decks. As with all Wireway Husky 
products, you can count on a wide selection of sizes and capaci-
ties, and our famous 48-hour and X-Treme Shipping programs.  

™
PICK WIRE

WIRE DECK

Wireway Husky  is the only pallet rack manufacturer to produce 
its  own wire  deck.  This  means  you  get  a  wire deck engineered 
to fi t right and meet the performance demands of professional 
material handlers. Wireway Husky’s  wire deck is the solution for 
both new and existing pallet rack systems. Numerous designs are 
available for a variety of capacity and application needs covering 
all aspects of both manufacturing and distribution. Installs 
quickly with no tools and is an excellent choice for facilities with 
sprinkler systems. Meets all fi re and safety regulations. 

FOLDING GATES

Limit access to docks and other high traffi c areas using steel 
folding gates. Takes access areas from secure to open in 
seconds. “L” brackets allow gates to be installed on surface or re-
cess. Extended brackets facilitate installing inside of overhead door 
tracks. Standard pin type mount with “L” bracket holds top of gate 
to wall. Bottom mount is the lower pin inserted through a bearing 
washer into a 1/2” x 2” hole drilled into the fl oor. The drop pin slips 
into the same size hole and is secured by a gusset angle on 
opposite gate rail. Many standard sizes are available in 48-Hour 
Quick Ship.

Prevent Materials from Falling into Aisles! 
Rack Guard is the economical answer to rack safety and the 
increasing demands of regulatory agencies. 
Our panels attach to pallet rack systems using spacer clips. 
8-gauge, 2” x 2” square welded steel wire mesh welded to a 
steel angle frame encloses the rack while still providing inventory 
visibility. Yellow Finish.

EZ-MATRIX
®

EZ-Matrix is the most exciting new product Wireway Husky has 
developed in a generation. EZ-Matrix Wire Partitioning provides 
exactly the right balance between security, protection, versatility and 
affordability for the secure storage of valuable items. The entire con-
struction is manufactured from top quality steel with the bracing posts 
easily the strongest in the industry, capable of supporting both tall 
applications and exceptionally long roof spans. All intersections on 
the 2” x 2” square pattern 8-gauge wire panels are welded, allowing 
for easy modifi cation around obstructions on-site. 2-1/2” tubular line 
posts are double the strength of 2” square commercial tubing. The 
product is fi nished with a high quality polyurethane paint for attractive 
assembly while allowing for on site touch-up and custom color op-
tions. Like its predecessor EZ-Wire, installation with EZ-Matrix is 3 to 
4 times faster than any of its Bolted Style contemporaries, but with the 
added benefi t of easy modifi cation of it’s Welded Mesh Panels. Many 
standard sizes are available in 48-Hour Quick Ship.

Wireway EZ Guard is the only “no nuts and bolts” equipment guarding 
system available in the industry. Panels lift on and off for maintenance 
and access or can be affi xed permanently with included machine 
screws. Installs four to fi ve times faster than standard bolted partitions. 
2-1/2” tubular line posts are double the strength of 2” square com-
mercial tubing. 1910, 212 (A)(1) Guarding Methods and 1910.212(A)
(3)(lll) Point of Operation are among OSHA’s most frequently cited 
standards for fi scal 1995 (2nd only to Haz Com). EZ Guard is 
designed for machine guarding and as a safety barrier over 
mezzanines. Use EZ Guard to enclose one machine, a work cell, or an 
entire line. Standard and special confi gurations are available. Doors 
can be set up to interlock with your equipment. Consult the factory for 
expert assistance in designing your EZ Guard solution to OSHA com-
pliance. EZ Guard is perfect as an easily redeployable space barrier. 
Many standard sizes are available in 48-Hour Quick Ship.



Full Product Line of Security Wire Partitions

Wall Ties
Secures upright frames to 

walls for added strength and 
to help prevent overturning.

Row Spacers
Ties rows of rack together for proper 
alignment and added strength.

Crossbars
Spans gap between beams 
to help prevent pallets from 

falling through.

Drop-In 

Flanged 

Accessories

Post Protectors
Protects base of upright 
frames from lift trucks 

to minimize

Floor Mount or Bolt-On

Fork Entry Bars Drum Cradle

MATRIX GUARD

Machine Guarding 
Matrix Guard®, machine enclosures provide exactly the right level of 
protection necessary to be attractive, versatile, and affordable. The 
8-gauge, 2 inch square, welded steel wire mesh yields higher security, 
greater efficiency, and ultimate value for your company. 2-1/2” 
tubular line posts are double the strength of 2” square commercial 
tubing. Hi Hide Yellow Finish. 1910, 212 (A)(1) Guarding Methods and 
1910.212(A)(3)(lll) Point of Operation are among OSHA’s most fre-
quently cited standards for fiscal 1995 (2nd only to Haz Com). Matrix 
Guard® is designed for machine guarding and as a safety barrier over 
mezzanines. Use Matrix Guard® to enclose one machine, a work cell, or 
an entire line.Standard and special configurations are available. Doors 
can be set up to interlock with your equipment. Consult the factory for 
expert assistance in designing your Matrix Guard® solution to OSHA 
compliance. Many standard sizes are available in 48-Hour Quick Ship.

EZ Wire®

Patented Hook-Fastener System installs easily and may be moved 
or expanded as needed. Adjustable corner posts make installa-
tion fast and easily adaptable. Higher security design uses “inside 
the cage” drive pins. Ceiling panels attach without bolts. Perimeter 
support members attach to panels with self-threading screws. 
2-1/2” tubular line posts are double the strength of 2” square com-
mercial tubing. Modular design with smooth finish is available in 
standard and custom sizes. Many standard sizes are available in 48-
Hour Quick Ship.

Setting the Standard in Bolted Wire.
Wireway standard bolted wire partitions are designed as 
modular sections, and are easily installed by one person with 
common hand tools using the included nuts and bolts. Partitions 
are inter-changeable and may be removed and reused for 
changing or expanding an installation. 2-1/2” tubular line posts are 
double the strength of 2” square commercial tubing. All industry 
recognized door and lock options are available. This line of woven 
wire partitions is widely recognized in the industry for it’s quality 
and wide range of applications. Many standard sizes are available 
in 48-Hour Quick Ship.
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“From Order to Out the Door”  48-Hours or Less,
 GUARANTEED ...   or we pay the freight!

48-Hour Quick Ship 
applies to selected 

stock sizes for 
Wireway Husky Products

UPRIGHT FRAMES

14Ga., 3” X 1-5/8” POST

D x H Capacity Weight Model # Profile Length Capacity Weight Model # D x W Capacity Weight Model #

36” x 96” *19380 39.62 IU18360096 4.0” 48” 7849 12.19 IBX39048 36” x 46” 3250 18.58 3646A3

36” x 144” *19380 56.21 IU18360144 4.0” 96” 4048 22.39 IBX39096 36” x 52” 3250 20.09 3652A3

42” x 96” *19380 41.31 IU18420096 4.5” 96” 5010 23.66 IBX43096 36” x 58” 3900 23.83 3658A4

42” x 120” *19380 53.15 IU18420120 5.0” 96” 6054 25.51 IBX48096 42” x 46” 2610 21.40 4246A3

42” x 144” *19380 60.60 IU18420144 5.0” 108” 5373 28.45 IBX48108 42” x 52” 2610 23.11 4252A3

42” x 192” *19380 79.89 IU18420192 5.0” 120” 4412 31.39 IBX48120 42” x 58 3150 27.48 4258A4

48” x 96” *19380 43.04 IU18480096 5.0” 144” 3064 37.27 IBX48144 48” x 46” 2100 24.61 4846A3

48” x 120” *19380 55.79 IU18480120 5.5” 108” 7723 36.07 IBN55108 48” x 52” 2100 26.57 4852A3

48” x 144” *19380 62.99 IU18480144 5.5” 144” 4901 47.44 IBN55144 48” x 58” 2630 31.61 4858A4

14Ga., 3” x 3” POST 6.0” 144” 7552 59.91 IBH60144

42” x 144” *24957 71.52 IU24420144

42” x 192” *24957 94.52 IU24420192

48” x 192” *24957 97.54 IU24480192

42” x 240” *24957 117.51 IU24420240

BEAMS WIRE DECKS

* All upright frame capacities based on 36” beam shelf spacing.
For all other capacities please refer to price book.

ACCESSORIES

Length Weight Model #

6” 0.87 RSIN06

8” 1.10 RSIN08

12” 1.55 RSIN12

Length Weight Model #

6” 0.87 WSIN06

8” 1.10 WSIN08

12” 1.55 WSIN12

Height Weight Model #

12” 11.10 I5712-P

18” 15.35 I5718-P

*ExCEPTION TO GUARANTEE
Exceptions to guarantee include: Delays due to acts of God, strikes, trucking service interruptions, international shipments or multiple truckload orders. All orders 
are subject to credit department approvals. 48-Hour Quick Ship is based on order being received before 2:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time. Contact Wireway Husky 
Corp. or your dealer for more information. Acknowledged QUICK SHIP orders not subject to price changes.

Depth Weight Model #

36” 4.37 A1036G

42” 5.13 A1042G

48” 5.88 A1048G

PALLET RACK

PALLET RACK & WIRE DECK
Systems

Security
WIRE PARTITIONS

Made in the USA

                    CROSSBARS                                   ROW SPACERS                                  WALL SPACERS                               POST PROTECTORS
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